1. **Preparing for dubbing (CASSETTE TAPE TO DVD):**
   
   *TV should be on Video setting*

1. Insert a cassette tape to be dubbed (copied)
2. Insert a recordable DVD (DVD-RW recommended)

   **Wait for DVD to be formatted and LOADING is completed – watch TV screen**

   Use DVD+RW – rewriteable disks for practice

3. Make sure there is enough space on the DVD

4. Press [SETUP] and use [▼/▲] to select “GENERAL SETTING”, then press [OK]
   - “General Setting” menu will appear.

5. Use [▼/▲] to select “Recording”, then press [OK]
   - “Recording” menu will appear.

6. Use [▼/▲] to select “Dubbing Mode”, then press [OK]
   - Selection menu will appear.

7. Use [▼/▲] to select “VCR→DVD”, then press [OK]
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   - Press [SETUP] to EXIT

8. Press [VCR], then press [PLAY▶] to find the point where you wish to start dubbing.

9. Press [PAUSE II] when you come to the desired start point.

10. Press [DVD], then press [REC MODE] repeatedly to select the desired recording mode.
    (SP – 2HR) *(red dot will appear on DVD/VHS player’s screen)*

    ***REC MODE – bottom-left side of remote control***

11. Press [DIRECT DUBBING].
    - VCR to DVD duplication will start. When finished message will appear
      (WRITING TO DISK). Wait until finished. Next message is to FINALIZE the
disk.

    **** DO NOT FINALIZE AT THIS POINT. EDIT DISK FIRST********

12. Press [STOP■] to stop the dubbing.
2. **EDITING DISCS:**

Edit discs for the following items:

- Deleting Titles
- Putting names on Titles
- Putting Name on disc
- Erasing disc

Delete titles which you do not need anymore. **Once a Title is deleted it cannot be brought back to the disc.**

** For DVD+RW/DVD-RW, when the last recorded title in the title list is deleted, the available disc space to record on will be increased. For DVD+R/DVD-R, the disc space to record on will not be changed.**

Deleting Titles:

1. Press [DVD] first, then press [TITLE]
2. Use [/] to select a desired title, then press [OK]
3. Use [/] to select “EDIT”, then press [OK].
4. Use [/] to select “TITLE DELETE”, then press [OK].
5. Use [/] to select “YES”, then press [OK].
   - “Are you sure?” will appear. Select “YES” and then press [OK]. Title will be deleted and data will be written onto the disc momentarily.

Note:

- Deleted part of the titles in the capacity indicator changes in color.
- As for DVD+RW/DVD-RW if you delete the title, deleted title will be displayed as ‘EMPTY TITLE’.

This operation may take a while to be completed.
After editing is complete, the title list will appear.

Putting names on Titles:

1. Press [DVD] first, then press [TITLE].
2. Use [△/▽] to select a desired title, then press [OK].
3. Use [△/▽] to select “EDIT”, then press [OK].
4. Use [△/▽] to select “EDIT TITLE NAME”, then press [OK].
   - Select all caps/lower case/numbers/symbols as needed, using scroll keys
   - Click on the CLEAR button (which is above the Rec. Mode) to erase the words VHS…. in the area where you will write the title.
   - Type in name of title.
     Note: if you are using letters on the same button, you will need to scroll over to enter next letter. If letter/number is on a different key, just continue typing. To type in symbols use Key #1.

5. When you finish entering Title Name, use [△/▽] to select “YES”, then press [OK]. The name you entered will be activated for the title.
6. After this operation is completed, press [BACK ◄] to exit. Data will be written onto the disc momentarily.

This operation may take a while to be completed.
4. PLAYING THE DISC ON OTHER DVD PLAYERS

Finalizing the Disc:

DVD+R  DVD-RW  DVD-R

**You will need to finalize your discs to play them back on other DVD players. Finalizing may take several minutes/up to an hour.**

Note

- Once you have finalized a DVD+R/DVD-R, you cannot edit/record anything on that disc.
- There is no need to finalize DVD+RW
- DO NOT power off during finalization, this will result in malfunction.

1. Press [SETUP] *If you are in the title list, you need to exit from the list by pressing [STOP] before you are able to access the main menu.*
3. Use [▲/▼] to select “FINALIZE”, then press [OK].
4. Use [▲/▼] to select “YES”, then press [OK].

Finalizing will start.
To cancel finalizing......
(DVD-RW only)

- To cancel finalizing at Step 4, press [STOP■], select “YES” with [▲/▼], then press [OK]. Finalizing is canceled and the unit will be in STOP MODE.

- If ☋ appears when pressing [STOP], you cannot cancel finalizing because the finalizing has been in certain progress.
- When selecting “NO” and press [OK] or [BACK ▶], finalizing will be continued.
- You CANNOT cancel finalizing the DVD+R/DVD-R once it has started.